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	The purpose of this book is to help you learn how to manage your money to derive the maximum benefit from what you earn. Mixing investment instruments and capital markets with the theoretical detail on evaluating investments and opportunities to satisfy risk-return objectives along with how investment practice and theory is influenced by globalization leaves readers with the mindset on investments to serve them well. The material is intended to be rigorous and empirical yet not overly quantitative. We continue with unparalleled international coverage, newly rewritten and reorganized derivatives material to be more intuitive and clearer, three additional chapters on derivatives pricing for those who want more detail, rewritten material on multifactor models of risk and return, and new CFA problems for more practice on computations concerning investment decisions. To manage money and investments, one needs to learn about investment alternatives and develop a way of analyzing and thinking about investments that will be of benefit and allow a foundation as new tools and investment opportunities become available. Reilly/Brown provide the best foundation, used extensively by professionals, organizations, and schools across the country. A great source for those with both a theoretical and practical need for investment expertise.
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Instant: The Story of PolaroidArchitectural Press, 2012

	"Instant photography at the push of a button!" During the 1960s and '70s, Polaroid was the coolest technology company on earth. Like Apple, it was an innovation machine that cranked out one must-have product after another. Led by its own visionary genius founder, Edwin Land, Polaroid grew from a 1937 garage start-up into a...
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Couchbase EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of Couchbase to build flexible and scalable applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to install and configure Couchbase Server.
	
		Explore Couchbase Servers' extensive key/value API with examples from several popular programming languages.
	
		Apply Map/Reduce...
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Mastering Dreamweaver MX DatabasesSybex, 2003
Harness the power of Dreamweaver MX to build dynamic, database-driven  websites. Mastering Dreamweaver MX Databases equips you with all the  coding and database skills you’ll need. You’ll find focused coverage of key  Dreamweaver MX features, plus highly practical instruction relating to the most  important scripting...
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Fire Up Your Communication Skills: Get People to Listen, Understand, and Give You What You Want!Code 3, 1997

	This is a great bathroom book. You go in constipated and come out motivated. Perfect for today's busy reader. There's even a condensed version within the book for "Emergency Situations". You don't have to start this book from the beginning. Just pick a chapter of interest and go for it.


	I wrote this book to...
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Sarbanes-Oxley IT Compliance Using Open Source Tools-Second Edition, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2007
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (officially titled the Public Company Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act of 2002), signed into law on 30 July 2002 by President Bush, is considered the most significant change to federal securities laws in the United States since the New Deal. It came in the wake of a series of corporate financial scandals,...
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The Price of Prosperity: A Realistic Appraisal of the Future of Our National Economy (Peter L. Bernstein's Finance Classics)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
One of the foremost financial writers of his generation, Peter Bernstein has the unique ability to synthesize intellectual history and economics with the theory and practice of investment management. Now, with classic titles such as Economist on Wall Street, A Primer on Money, Banking, and Gold, and The Price of Prosperitywhich have...
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